
Teaching individuals, teams &
organisations the art of resilience.

KINTSUGI
EXPERIENCE

THE



Kintsugi - Thrive in uncertain times 
Learn how to manage complexity and thrive through Kintsugi, a Japanese art technique used in

this workshop as a metaphor for resilience. This is a motivating and team-building workshop
that teaches teams how to adapt to the "new normal", build resilience and get unstuck. As we

navigate challenges, it's easy to focus on the negative. We continue to face significant
challenges, from health to economies to societies. Kintsugi introduces a new mindset focused

on rebuilding and thriving in the new reality.
 

What you learn:
Kintsugi is the ancient Japanese technique of repairing broken pottery with gold. According to zen
Buddhism, cracks and breaks "scars" should not be hidden but celebrated with gold, as they are

part of the object’s history and represent an opportunity for growth. 
 

The technique consists in joining broken pieces and giving them a new, more refined aspect. Every
repaired piece is unique because of the randomness with which ceramics shatters and the irregular

patterns formed that are enhanced with the use of metals. Every repaired piece is unique, the
“scars” become part of the design creating a unique piece of art.

 

Workshop Outline:
Immersion into the philosophy of this ancient art.

Kintsugi Activity - Practical restoration of a ceramic object utilising a modern kintsugi technique.
 
 



WHY  
THIS WORKSHOP

Builds Resilience
Resilience can help protect your team from various mental health conditions, such as

depression and anxiety and promote a can-conquer mindset. 
 

Change Management
Encourages flexibility towards change and improves the speed of adopting new structures or

changes in the workplace and life. 
 

Collaboration
Promotes better team collaboration, improving trust and engagement within teams. The nine

guiding principles inspire higher levels of growth and accountability.
 

Leadership
The Kintsugi experience is founded on vulnerability and how imperfections are gifts to be

worked with, not shameful to be hidden; a secret only great leaders understand. 

"We facilitate the Kintsugi experience
at any venue of your choice!"



Enkromelle Andrew 
Facilitator

ENKROMELLE: is a sought after young global voice who works
with audiences and organizations to motivate a difference in how
they interact and respond to challenges. She inspires winning life
and team cultures through new thinking about challenges and
opportunities, and motivates audiences to immediate action.

ABOUT ME

OUR
TEAM



WHAT YOU GET

On-day group coaching by Enkromelle 

Deeply engaging personalised Kintsugi experience 

Easy-to-learn and live Kintsugi workshop

Facilitated dialogues in a psychologically safe space 

Team Building

WHAT WE OFFER: 

Traditionally, the Kintsugi restoration process takes months when mending objects, allowing the lacquer (glue)
to dry entirely, making the ceramic very strong. In this workshop, we use slow-drying glue to ensure items are
food safe and can be completed quicker than the traditional process making all class-mended items for
decorative purposes and light use only. 

INVESTMENT OPTIONS
KINTSUGI EXPERIENCE BRAND NEW DELUXE KIT KINTSUGI EXPERIENCE BASE KIT

Personalised Gift Box 

2 small pieces of ceramics 

Unique Modern Ceramics lacquer (glue)

Gold powder

Wooden mixing spatula

Masking Tape

Super Glue

Paintbrush

Two kinds of sandpaper

A palette 

A pair of gloves

Alcohol in a spray bottle

Personalised Apron

1 small piece of ceramic

Unique Modern Ceramics lacquer (glue)

Gold powder

Wooden mixing spatula

Masking Tape

Super Glue

Paintbrush

Two kinds of sandpaper

A palette 

A pair of gloves

Alcohol in a spray bottle

Apron

FAQ
WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE DELUXE AND BASE KIT?

The Deluxe Kit is a brand-new personalised gift kit that delegates can take home after the workshop. The
Base kit is a basic Kintsugi experience kit to be used and returned to the team however; delegates still carry
their completed ceramics home. 

CAN I  EAT IN THE CERAMICS AFTER?



INVESTMENT OPTIONS
TOTAL PER PERSON (EXCLUDING 15% VAT)

GROUP, MANAGEMENT & EXECUTIVE PACKAGES: 2022 RAND (R)
Kintsugi Experience Base - Half day (1.5 hrs) Workshop 1850

Kintsugi Experience Deluxe - Half day (2 Hrs) Workshop 2650

Kintsugi & The Art of Rebuilding -Full day (8hrs) Workshop 3500

INVESTMENT 
There are various Kintsugi investment options to suit your budget and needs. (see below)

*All fees excl. VAT, Facilitators transport and accommodation out of Johannesburg

*All workshop packages come inclusive with a 20 minute keynote at additional cost



TESTIMONIALS 

Enkromelle was just awesome! She captured our audience, and they all enjoyed the
topic because if was so relevant to what they are currently experiencing with the Covid-

19 pandemic. Life is Wabi Sabi – imperfect! And we should mend our broken pieces
with gold and be proud of them not hide them away!

 Thank you, Enkromelle you were truly inspirational:-)
 

Bernice: University of Johannesburg

"She made us laugh, cry, shout, dance and it was beautiful! Any group would be
privileged to experience her! She left us raring to go!"

 
- Mandy, Standard Bank

Her articulated way of expressing herself instantly made me take note and I knew that
she was the one! We were lucky to have her, Enkromelle closed the summit with a

brilliant keynote.  She is an inspiration who is able to motivate and empower an
audience, very professional and fitted in perfectly with our organisation and the goals

we set for the event. 
 

We can truly recommend her.
 

Nande Jacobs: African Cleaning Review

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nande-jacobs-71820b64?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_profile_view_base_recommendations_details%3BA6r2ssFiR%2FuM6iWQ2wrPyw%3D%3D

